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Abstract
The German Reformation succeeded in changing both the ecclesiastical and secular hierarchy
that had existed since the Catholic Church had become the state religion of Rome. There were
two mutually dependent components that made the German Reformation so influential: Martin
Luther had a charismatic authority that garnered support from the masses and the subsequent
routinization of Luther’s charisma by the secular German princes. Luther’s need for protection
from the pope and the Holy Roman Emperor, combined with his belief in the divinely granted
authority of secular government, provided the optimal scenario for the secular German Princes to
harness control. It was this routinization of Luther’s charisma that transformed the Reformation
from a singular event in Church history to a revolutionary force. The result was a more
bureaucratic institution where the divide between congregants and citizens was eventually
indistinguishable and the emergence of a new religion that would stand the test of time.
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Introduction
A little before midnight on November 10, 1483, Margarete Luther aided by her husband
Hans, delivered Martin Luther in their house in Eisleben Germany. Martin Luther’s birth to an
average, middle class family was insignificant but the events in his life would change Christian
theology and the course of European history. He was a driving force in the German reformation
and his theology led to the successful establishment of the first protestant church. Luther
challenged commonplace traditions of the papacy and disrupted the hierarchical structure of
secular rule. Luther’s influence stemmed from his ability to persuade and captivate people. He
possessed the unique gift of a charismatic authority, a feature of his personality that commanded
attention and attracted followers. While Luther’s charisma was a component of his personality,
his authority was spread through his writings that were often written in German as opposed to
Latin and through his follower’s depictions of him as a saintly figure. They saw Luther as
divinely inspired and many even considered him a saint.1 Part of his appeal was that he focused
on theological analysis and was not preoccupied with establishing traditions and liturgy that had
alienated the Catholic Church from its congregations. While Luther’s “evangelical” movement
was not originally intended to create a separate church, he drew adherents solely through his
persona and writings.
Although Luther’s charismatic authority transcended traditional authority, his movement
was not immune to the forces of political influence. This paper examines the elements that
formed Luther’s charismatic authority and than show how this was adopted by secular rulers to
secure a cohesive constituency that could be used for political gains. Luther required protection
from the Papacy and the Holy Roman Emperor who supported the Roman Church. Luther was
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
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forced to relinquish control of his movement to the German Princes in exchange for this
protection, but this meant that Luther no longer held authority to direct the reformation in his
ideal image. The Princes desired a unified protestant church that could be used to legitimize their
authority. This led to the routinization of his movement, a process by which Lutheranism
developed as a separate church in Christianity and became an extension of traditional, secular
authority. Theological, political and economic reforms were established under the authority of
the German princes to create a standardized and obedient citizenry of the evangelical church.
This process of the handing over power from the individual charismatic leader to the
traditional and rational authority, as well as the bureaucratization of the movement, was labeled
over three hundred years later by sociologist Max Weber as the routinization of charisma. While
Weber understood this phenomenon to occur after the death of the charismatic leader, the
particulars of Luther’s life caused Luther to lose his charismatic authority while he was still
playing a major role within the church. His need for both personal protection and the protection
of the evangelical church as a whole by the German princes were elements that led to the demise
of his influential charisma. However, Luther did not oppose (at least vocally) this transformation.
His belief in the divine right of secular rulers was an important factor in the routinization of his
own charisma. Luther never forgot that he would ultimately answer to only God and that he was
in a position subservient to the secular rulers whom God had entrusted with the governorship of
the land and people. This became especially clear during the Peasants War of 1525. Thomas
Muentzer, a colleague of Luther, gained significant influence with the peasantry and led a revolt
against the princes. Luther vocally supported the divine right of the secular authority and
condemned the uprising. This concession to the authority of secular rule further diminished his
own personal influence. The church that Luther’s charismatic authority had established became
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susceptible to the politics of secular rule and the bureaucratization that is commonplace with
traditional forms of authority.

Luther’s Early Years

Luther was raised in an ordinary, middle class home in Mansfeld, Germany. It was here
that his father Hans managed a copper mine which granted him suitable income and way of life
superior to that of his peasant ancestry. While his family was typicaly religious for the Middle
Ages, Luther once stated that his father was critical of monks and priests because of their strict
adherence to church regulations,2 although this would not indicate that Hans was opposed to the
Church as a whole.3
His father Hans had dreams of his son becoming a lawyer and encouraged his education.
Luther attended three schools in his childhood, the last being in the city of Eisenach. Eisenach
was a center of Christianity hosting three churches and three separate monasteries. He attended
the parish school and developed close ties with religious influences. He stayed with the family of
one of his school friends who were close with the Franscican monastery and developed a close
relationship with the priest Johannes Braun.4 These relationships served as a foundation in his
future monastic life and development as a religious leader.
Luther began his higher studies at the University of Erfurt in 1501 where he earned his
baccalaureate degree in Liberal Arts and Masters in philosophy, prerequisites for study in law.

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
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Luthers Works, BR 3:531, lines 14-15 as referenced in Brecht, Martin. Martin Luther: His Road to Reformation.
Trans. James L. Schaff. (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1985), 11.
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As a master, he claimed to develop the troubles of Anfechtung,5 spiritual troubles and trials that
test the faith.6 He devoted significant time to reading the bible and this was likely the first time
he considered a life of monasticism. His life officially changed in early July, 1505 when he was
heading back to the University at Erfurt and was caught in a thunderstorm. He made a vow,
“Help me, St. Anne, I will become a Monk.”7 Luther began his law studies in May, but to the
displeasure of his parents, he dropped out of the university in order to join the Order of the
Augustinian Hermits on July 17, 1505 in order to fulfill his vow.
As a monk, Luther lived the life of self-deprivation. The only book Luther was permitted to
read was the bible which he mastered, thoughtfully considering what he read.8 He would forever
be engrossed in reading biblical text and it would be an essential component in his interpretation
of Christianity. In 1507, he began theological studies at the University of Erfurt where he was
also required to teach philosophy. In the fall of 1508, his studies were transferred to the
University of Wittenberg due to a vacancy in the philosophy department. It was here that he
would receive bachelor’s in the bible and sentences (Peter Lombards textbook of theology), and
begin his influential role as a reformer of the Catholic Church.
After a brief stay in Wittenberg, Luther returned to Erfurt. He was sent to represent the
monastery in Rome and bore witness to ecclesiastical abuses by the Roman clergy. The elaborate
palaces and monasteries of the cardinals were upsetting to him, as were the rumors of “pervasive
immorality [and] evil reputation of Alexander VI,”9 the previous pope. Even more egregious
were the priest’s lack of theological knowledge and their disrespect for the sacrament. While this
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
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was not gravely disturbing to Luther at the time,10 it was sure to influence his later work after he
returned to Erfurt and was once again transferred to Wittenberg.
Wittenberg, although a small and paltry town, was the capital of Electoral Saxony an
increasingly influential state within the Holy Roman Empire. The University of Wittinberg was
established in 1502 by the current Elector, Frederick the Wise. Frederick had established an early
modern state where all aspects of the territory, including education and religious affairs, were
subject to his authority.11 Luther would soon need the protection of Frederick after his
theological ideology separated from the traditions of the Catholic Church and put him in grave
danger.

The Beginnings of a Reformation

Luther’s relationship with Frederick first began when the Elector was convinced to pay for
the young monk’s doctorate in theology degree. This title gave him authority that would later be
used both as a symbol of legitimacy by his followers and a weapon in his conflict with traditional
ecclesiastical powers such as the pope.12 He began teaching at the University in 1513 and it is
within this time frame that Luther’s personal ideology becomes more independent from the
traditions and practices of the Catholic Church.13 His criticisms regarded the elaborate and
indolent conditions of the church, but what he most famously opposed was the selling of
indulgence letters that would provide forgiveness to the purchaser without repentance.14.
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
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On October 31, 1517, Martin Luther sent letters to certain Bishops outlining his ninety-five
theses in opposition to indulgences. He then proceeded to post them publicly on the door to the
Church of All Saints some short time later. A theological debate ensued between Luther and
indulgence supporters within this church. His criticisms of indulgences had yet to reach the pope
but this time was a period of great reflection. It is in this period that he develops his reformatory
theory, which would be the basis for his later works. Luther asserted that all man needed to be
righteous and achieve salvation was devout faith in the gospel. Through ones understanding of
the bible and faith in the divine, God would forgive human sins.15 The hierarchy of the church
and its traditions were therefore unnecessary and false as they assumed the role of God in
providing forgiveness and commandment. The Pope eventually called Luther to Rome after
being accused of heresy by Catholic theologians, but Luther knew that his appearance in Rome
would undoubtedly result in his imprisonment and death. He petitioned Elector Frederick to ask
the pope and the Holy Roman Emperor to move the hearing to a location in Germany. Frederick
was successful in having the hearing moved to Augsburg, the first episode of political protection
for Luther by secular authority.
Elector Frederick had a personal stake in the protection of Luther and the proliferation of
the reformation, especially in regards to the sales of indulgences. The Elector forbid the sale of
indulgences in his territory of Saxony, believing that all religious funds should remain in his
control for the benefit of his personal relic collection. Rather than keeping the funds within his
territory, the Elector’s citizenry was traveling to other territories in order to buy their salvation.16
Additionally, Luther was originally supported by the humanist movement spreading across
Europe, especially within Germany where some held prominent positions in government. The
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
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humanists had begun a new approach to theological understanding that focused on the original
church and rejection of modern ecclesiasticism. While not as revolutionary as Luther, the
Humanists were well established in Germany and many served as faculty at the University of
Wittenberg. This tradition of Humanist sympathies played an important role in the Elector’s
initial support of Luther at the Diet of Augsburg.17 This support ensured Luther’s safety, a fate
that would have been likely different.
Both within and from outside the church there existed a long history of scholars, scientists
and religious men who questioned biblical theology and competed for the rights to religious
authority. Theological questioning and political competition in itself was not revolutionary.
Along with the influence of Humanist ideologues, Jan Hus and John Wycliffe were two of
Luther’s predecessors who set the stage for Luther to emerge by challenging the Church, but
bother were unsuccessful. Hus was executed and Wycliffe’s body was exhumed and destroyed
following his Death. The only reason Luther was successful was because of his ties with the
Elector. Luther was granted safe passage back to Saxony where Wittenberg became the center of
the German Reformation and a hub for scholars and evangelicals.
Proceedings occurred in Augsburg, Germany but Luther refused to recant his stance on
indulgences. He lectured at the University and continued to write on grievances against the
Church. With the aide of the printing press, these works were able to spread, captivating
audiences and garnering him followers across Germany and devoted students in Wittenberg.
Luther’s ability to influence was far superior to previous reformers and he commanded
significant authority, both as a theologian and political figure. Luther succeeded in establishing a
divinely guided revolution; a movement that disrupted the authoritative structures of Medieval
Europe in what he claimed was God’s will.
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
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While the Elector was drawn initially to Luther by his dislike for indulgences, it was his
fear of Hapsburg and Papal power that was most important in securing long-term protection for
Luther. The German states lacked any true unifying force but had been loosely held together
under the Holy Roman Empire. The princes of Germany were concerned with maintaining their
individual autonomy.18 Luther’s reformation challenged the force of the papacy, which served as
the legitimating authority for the Holy Roman Empire. The protection afforded by the Elector
allowed Luther to publish writings and translate the bible into local vernaculars, making his
religious ideology more accessible to commoners as they no longer had to depend on the
Catholic Church for interpretation of the scripture. Luther’s writings served to propagate his
personal charismatic authority over the common man of Germany, but it also allowed for the
Elector to break away from the stronghold of the Catholic Church, further securing the Elector’s
autonomy over the Holy Roman Emperor.

Luther’s Charismatic Authority

The degree to which Luther’s charismatic authority was able to influence was dependent
on the attitudes of the Germanic peoples. The combination of strong religiosity and
disillusionment with the Catholic Church provided the perfect scenario for Luther to adopt a
prophetic appearance to his followers. He was seen as a messenger of Christ, saving the church
from abuses. His writings aided this image by being honest and understandable to the common
German while images of him as a saintly figure were widely circulated. The scene of the Middle
Ages was essential for Luther’s charisma to be realized, but the charismatic authority of Luther is
an internal characteristic of his personality.
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
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According to Weber, the charismatic capacity of an individual is an inborn attribute not
feasible by the ordinary person.19 His authority is intrinsically opposite to “rational” or
“traditional,”20 rather it is “applied to a certain quality of an individual personality by virtue of
which he is set apart from ordinary men and treated as endowed with supernatural, superhuman,
or at least specifically exceptional powers or qualities… These are such as are not accessible to
the ordinary person, but are regarded as of divine origin.”21 Thus, Weber’s definition of a
Charismatic authority is somewhat ambiguous. Charismatic authority is both a personal
characteristic and motivating force but is seen as supernatural and is therefore the bearer is seen
as prophetic. Nonetheless, it is clear that Martin Luther’s ability to motivate the masses was a
testament to his charismatic capabilities.
A clear distinction must be made between a charismatic authority and traditional authority.
Governments and established churches are the most common forms of legitimate authority in
societies. They are bound by rational, analyzable and somewhat predictable rules.22 These
governing bodies act with the specific and obvious goal of maintenance of power and rely on
hierarchical bureaucracy and the comfort of tradition. Laws or rules guide the citizen to support
the authority and act with complacency. Often, this authority is further legitimized by a history
of adherence to these rules and governance. The familiarity that is associated with traditional and
bureaucratic authority is incredibly important; a citizen is apt to respond to an authoritative
structure that has been continuous throughout history.
A charismatic authority, however, “repudiates the past, and is in this sense a specifically

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
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revolutionary force.”23 As a revolutionary force, the charismatic authority garners support not
solely from the ideology which itpreaches, but by the transcendent influence of its charisma.
Therefore, the only legitimizing force of a charismatic authority is that of recognition by
followers24 as opposed to any traditional justification. “Psychologically, this recognition is a
matter of complete personal devotion to the possessor of the quality.”25 A subject of charismatic
authority does not carry with him the burden, obligation or responsibility of traditional, rational
authority and is therefore free to give himself completely without hesitation. As Dow asserts, the
most basic understanding of a charismatic authority’s influence over his followers is that of a
release:
Charismatic authority represents a pattern of psychological, social, and economic release:
Release from 'traditional or rational everyday economizing . . . ; release from 'custom, law
and tradition' ; release from 'all notions of sanctity' ; release from 'ordinary worldly
attachments and duties of occupational and family life'; and release from oneself or one's
conscience.26
The charismatic leader can take form in a multitude of ways such as that of a hero, warlord or
prophet but they all share the common trait of instilling uncontested devotion in his followers.
Luther exhibits Weber’s description of a charismatic leader perfectly and his personal
charisma is considered to be the defining factor in his ability to expand the German reformation.
As Bernd Moeller eloquently states, “Luther generally appears as a great sage, a kind of spiritual
colossus, who attains his reformation breakthrough, draws the broad consequences, and then

########################################################
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drags people with him as he strides through history handing out truths right and left.”27 The
excommunication of Luther and his subsequent exile, Moeller noted, provided the perfect test for
Luther’s charismatic capacity. Following Luther meant risking both secular and spiritual
security. Luther’s followers diverted from the traditional authorities of the Pope and Charles V
despite the possible result of imprisonment, at best, or eternal damnation at worst.
Luther’s charisma could only be influential as far as his message could be spread. The
travel restrictions imposed on him by the Holy Roman Emperor limited his ability to preach. The
printing press was commonly utilized by the Reformation and was a predominant tool used to
spread Luther’s charismatic influence.28 “No other author came within publishing a tenth of
Luther’s volume. This by itself conveyed massive authority…”29 His writings relied on a
foundation of scripture, the authority of which transferred to Luther himself as he managed to
“convince large numbers of people…that his interpretation of Scripture was the ‘right, true, and
godly’ reading.”30
Most people in the late Middle Ages, were illiterate. While reading aloud and discussion of
his texts was common, the charisma of Luther was best propagated by the many images of him
that circulated as woodcuts and in pamphlets. R.W. Scribner explains that these images “invested
him with a special form of authority.”31 Furthermore, Scribner argues that Luther is portrayed in
three authoritative roles: monk, doctor, and man of the bible,32 which all contribute to his
charismatic influence.
First, as a monk, Luther replicated the traditional authority of the Catholic Church. His
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
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monastic background provided him legitimacy and aided in the greater populations’ ability to
recognize him as a religious authority. Second, as a doctor of theology depicted in his robes and
cap, Luther is recognized as a scholar and teacher33 who had achieved more education than most.
As a doctor, Luther was formally recognized as an expert of theology. The most common and
arguably most influential image of Luther, however, is his depiction as a man of the bible.
Luther is illustrated in a variety of biblically inspired motifs that “reveal a desire to place
Luther within the framework of divine history, and to single him out as a chosen tool of the
divine plan.”34 He is often shown with a dove, symbolizing God’s presence.35 Additionally,
Luther is portrayed as a saint, surrounded by halos or framed within a niche,36 the traditional
location for a saint’s statue to be placed in a Church. The artistic representations of him depict
his charismatic authority, depicting Luther in a way that is transcendent of human limitations and
legitimizing his authority from God. Luther is seen as a divine figure who possesses theological
knowledge and a supernatural quality. These ideas resonate in a medieval era that is centered
around ecclesiastical beliefs.
Most importantly in understanding his charismatic authority however, is that Luther is not
legitimized by any rational or traditional authority. Luther relied solely on biblical understanding
for justification of his ideas. While the images of him as a monk made it easier for him to be
accepted by the population, he was not seen as under the control of the Catholic Church but
rather a scholar of the theological texts. He was often seen in opposition to the papacy and
supported by the commoners and peasants.37The most poignant example of Luther’s charismatic
########################################################
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authority is the image, Complaint of the Godless against Luther by Hans Sebald Behem. The
Pope is pointing an accusatory figure at Luther who in turn responds by pointing to the bible.
Luther is followed by a crowd of peasants designating their approval and showing his efficacy as
a leader. Granting him divine authority, Jesus sits in the clouds overlooking the dispute and
declaring Luther the winner.38
Luther’s charismatic authority was seen as being inspired by the divine and received the
approval of God. As seen in Behem’s image, Luther also achieves approval from the peasants
solidifying the notion that Luther was an authoritative and captivating figure. Luther successfully
garnered support without the aid of traditional authority thus indicating his inspirational and
revolutionary ability. While this quality was an essential component of initiating the reformation,
Luther would not retain his charismatic authority indefinitely.

Loss of Charismatic Authority and the Ensuing Routinization

There were significant social and political factors that led to the loss of Luther’s
charismatic authority. As Luther’s influence grew, so did the opposition of the Catholic Church
and the Holy Roman Emperor, Charles V. In 1520, Pope Leo X wrote the Papal Bull that would
officially condemn Luther and his writings.39 The Emperor once again called for a Diet to decide
upon the theological differences but his favor was undeniably with the Papacy. The Emperor was
willing to intercede with the Pope on the behalf of Luther had he decided to confess his heresy,
but the Emperor was also the defender of Christendom and was ready to put down a heretic40
should he refuse to recant. Luther once again affirmed his criticisms of the Catholic Church
########################################################
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arguing that his only mission was to serve the word of God. The Edict of Worms was issued at
the diet and called for Luther’s capture, imprisonment and for the immediate discontinuation of
Luther’s writings and teachings. Following the Diet, Luther was officially excommunicated from
the Church.
After the Diet of Worms, Luther surely would have been killed had it not been for the
protection granted by Elector Frederick and his succeeding son, Elector John. Even still, an
Imperial mandate was issued to the Elector in 1523 reaffirming the order to stop Luther from
publishing.41 The Elector complied and issued an order to Luther compelling him to cease his
writings. In his public response to the Elector, Luther affirmed his position that he would not
stop publications and would continue to do so, with or without the Elector’s graces.42 The
relationship between Luther and the Elector was of conflicting interests for Luther. While he
strived for security Luther still saw himself as being on a divine mission and sought the
proliferation of his theology.
Luther’s position forced him to be in constant service to the Elector, a position that he was
at once proud of and took seriously. Luther served as an adviser on theological and political
issues but this role came with the recognition that he was in servitude and must act in
accordance. The authority of the Elector and the sovereign princes would eventually become so
apparent that Luther became no more than a consultant who possessed little authority in
determining the outcome of the reformation he had started.
The transfer of his charismatic authority to secular powers resulted in the Lutheran church
functioning as an autonomous political entity where adherents and citizens were
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indistinguishable. This process was significant in the development of the Lutheran church and
the evangelical movement throughout Germany.
As noted, a community in the throes of change needs a charismatic leader to sustain change
and thus the leader’s loss of a charismatic power leaves a void in the evolving social and political
structure. The void must be filled in order to sustain the community. The natural course of action
is for a new charismatic leader to emerge or for a traditional or rational authority to assert
political and economic leadership.43 Without charismatic leadership, the essence of “charisma is
captured by the interest of all economic and social power holders in the legitimization of their
possessions by a charismatic, and thus sacred, source of authority.”44 Thus, the charismatic
revolution provides a community that a traditional authority can adopt. The charismatic authority
may be gone, but there is still the remnants of his movement which can be harnessed and adopted
into a traditional structure. This transition, and ultimately utilization of charismatic authority by
the successor is what Weber called the routinization of charisma.
Even before routinization completely takes hold of charismatic authority, certain powers
dominate human existence, especially economic and political interests.45 A Charismatic
authority would be unsustainable because external influences would undoubtedly corrode it. All
humans’ living within a traditional society strives for the promotion of one’s own power and
well-being. It is therefore seemingly natural that these conventional values, and the traditional
and bureaucratic authorities that regulate these interests, will play a crucial role in the
routinization of a charismatic authority. In this routinizing process, the style of governance will
increasingly resemble a bureaucracy with set customs, rules and adherence to traditional forms of
authority. Complete routinization has occurred when “the charismatically dominated masses, in
########################################################
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turn, become tax-paying subjects, dues paying members of a church…or law-abiding ‘citizens.’
Even though the apostle admonished the followers to maintain the purity of the spirit, the
charismatic message inevitably becomes dogma, doctrine, theory, regalement, law or petrified
tradition.”46 The charismatic authority no longer played an important role in the structure of the
society, as his charisma was not needed as a unifying force. Rather, the regimentation of
bureaucracy and the familiarity of the traditional will assume the role of authority within the
society.
While it is the goal of a charismatic leader to see the manifestation of his revolution into
everyday life,47 a routinized charismatic authority is fundamentally opposite to the original
movement. Traditionally, charisma “rejects as undignified all methodical rational acquisition, in
fact, all rational economic conduct,”48 but this rational and economic conduct is the primary
operation for traditional authority.
While charismatic authority and routinized charismatic authority are inherently opposed,
the transfer of power is “fluid.” Charismatic authority, without the emotional pull of the
charismatic leader, closely resembles traditional authority.49 There is a leader, analogous to a
monarch or emperor, and a devoted constituency. The divinely inspired force behind the
charismatic authority is not always apparent and thus routinization can take place without any
obvious disruption. This became true for Luther and the Evangelical movement as the Elector
assumed greater, and ultimately total control of the reformation.
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The Routinization of Luther’s Charisma

After the Edict of Worms, Luther was sent to live in Wartburg castle at the direction of
Elector Frederick. This was done for his own safety but took Luther out of Wittenberg, the center
of the reformation. He did remain in constant communication with theologians in Wittenberg and
with the Elector. One of those theologians was Phillip Melanchthon, a colleague who would
become Luther’s good friend and an increasingly influential figure throughout the reformation.
Luther even asks Melanchthon to assume the fight against the church that Luther himself would
be unable to continue from his seclusion.50 Even with Luther at Wartburg, Melanchthon
remained a close friend and colleague of Luther and shared a similar vision of the reformation,
but he did not have the charismatic qualities to assume complete control.
Not all of Luther’s colleagues remained devoted to Luther’s exact interpretations of the
scripture. Andreas Carlstadt and Gabriel Zwilling were both theologians with Luther at
Wittenberg and did have the charismatic capacity to assume a greater role in the reformation
once Luther was in hiding. Carlstadt and Zwilling took a more radical stance to the reformation
than Luther advocated, and their radicalism caused a large disturbance within the University.
Carlstadt was especially prominent in the Wittenberg Disturbances of early 1522. He asserted
that education was unnecessary as God gave prophetic authority to men without any formal
training. He urged students to go home and abandoned all traditions within the mass.51
Melanchthon was too young and lacked the charismatic authority to stop Carlstadt,52 prompting
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Luther to return from Wartburg.53 He felt that the University was in need of his guidance as
Melanchthon had written him for help.54 Luther ignored Elector Frederick’s request for him to
stay at Wartburg, declaring that he must answer only to God. Luther was, however, mindful of
remaining diplomatic. He wrote a letter at the Elector’s request to indicate that he was acting
independently and without the Elector’s knowledge.55 This is obviously for show as the Elector
had the authority to arrest Luther should he wish.
The Reformation, founded with Luther’s charismatic authority, was inclined to be taken
under the control of another authoritative figure upon his departure to Wartburg, whether that be
a charismatic or traditional authority. Luther returned to Wittenberg before the theological
differences of Carlstadt and Zwilling could be massively influential, but the traditional authority
of the Elector Frederick had already begun to fill the void. Frederick could have arrested Luther
to begin with or allow Carlstadt and Zwilling to continue with their reforms. The Elector allowed
Luther to return to Wittenberg and continued the spread of the reformation Luther sought. This
initial relationship of the Elector’s ultimate authority over Luther eventually expanded to the
point where Luther’s movement became a bureaucratized “Protestant-State Church.”56
The Elector functioned as a sovereign but would eventually hold the role of spokesperson
and assume final judgment over the political, spiritual and theological domains of the church.
While Frederick was sympathetic to Luther’s theology, the political authority acquiesced from
Luther to the Elector primarily concerned the role of the evangelical movement as an entity
within the Holy Roman Empire. As the secular leader of the evangelical movement, the Elector
was separating himself from papal authority, and thus authority of the Emperor. The protection,
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legitimization and administration of the Lutheran church as well as the governance of Luther’s
followers is taken out of Luther’s hands and into the Elector’s vision of creating a more defined
religion that unite his citizenry. Thus, the entirety of the church began to become more
routinized; the purely religious movement that Luther began would eventually turn into a
traditional state.
The political authority held by the Elector also translated into the routinization of
theological practices. Luther’s small movement based on personal devotion began to reflect a
more standardized and politically minded religious movement that encompassed views Luther
did not agree with. The Elector needed a unified Protestantism in order to have the political
authority required to stand up to Charles V. The further routinization of Luther’s charisma over
the last 15 years of his life enabled this bureaucratization of both the political and theological to
occur. As is evident in the Letters Luther wrote to various recipients, Luther was not a bystander
in this process. Rather, Luther developed into a willing participant in this process of routinization
by acquiescing to the authority of the Electors.

The Routinization of Polity

As both a political and theological figure, Luther’s authority ultimately had no merit
without the backing of the Prince, but this was not always the case; a transition of power
occurred in which Luther over time acquiesced administrative authority to the Elector. In a letter
to the Elector Frederick regarding enforcement of the Edict of Worms, Luther evokes a tone of a
leader who is used to standing autonomously and independently.
To be sure, I certainly know that my harsh writing has been and still is distasteful to… your
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Electoral Grace; in addition, at various times Your Electoral grace has opposed me, and
told me to abstain from such activity. But it is also true that I at first entered this arena
without Your Electoral Grace’s counsel, knowledge, or consent.57
While Luther was always consulted by Elector Frederick (and later his son John), he loses the
authority with which he writes this early letter. Luther’s independence diminishes as the situation
becomes increasingly more dangerous for him. The man who had once stood up to the Elector
was eventually forbidden to travel without the Elector’s consent. In one instance, Luther requires
Melanchthon to travel to England to help Henry VIII with the implementation of his protestant
church, but he is forced to ask permission from the Elector, and is helpless when the sovereign
disapproves.58
The major transfer of Political authority from Luther to the Elector after the Diet of
Worms, was caused by the German Peasants war. The peasantry at the beginning of the 16th
century was facing extremely trying conditions as inflation and limited land put pressure on the
lower strata of society. Much of their frustration was aimed at the church and the hypocrisy of its
affluence. In Germany, this was especially pronounced because the elites were heavily involved
with the Church and many assumed direct roles in its administration.59 It was not difficult for the
peasantry to extend Luther’s critiques of Papal authority to that of the German secular
authority.60 The revolutionary aspects of the reformation now became intertwined with the
peasants growing anger with the princes.
Luther did not contribute to this connection but this mixing of ideas was fueled by a
German Reformer associated with Luther, Thomas Muentzer. Muentzer was a reformer who
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studied at Wittenberg but had developed a tense relationship with Luther over the theological
direction of the reformation. Muentzer believed that faith could be achieved without the bible,61 a
strong contradiction to the ideology of Luther. Muentzer developed even further estrangement
from the German Princes, especially Elector Frederick, when he argued for the complete
separation of the secular with the ecclesiastical.62 This contradicted strongly with Luther’s notion
that secular authorities had gained their position through the will of God. The Elector
undoubtedly sided with Luther in this theological debate and had Muentzer held captive in the
town of Allstedt. After his escape, Muentzer further preached about the problems of secular
interference in the religious. The German Peasantry subsequently revolted against the German
princes under the leadership of Muentzer.63
A rift grew between Muentzer and Luther and Luther was associated with the elites. His
resulting book and letters painted a picture of peasants as criminals and sovereigns as innocent, a
stance that would affirm his position within the aristocracy but diminish his authority with the
masses. The violence and bloodshed that was a result of the Peasant’s war was of especially
grave concern to Luther. He had no desire to incite violence as a tool in his reformation and
deemed the peasants the protagonists who had no right to rebel. In one particular letter to John
Ruhel, Luther describes the peasants as evil in their core and thus destined for hell.
If there were thousands more of the peasants, they would still be altogether robbers and
murderers, who take the sword simply because of their own insolence and wickedness,
and who want to expel sovereign [and] lords, and [to destroy] everything, and to establish
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a new order in this world. Even if the peasants served God’s wrath in punishing and
destroying the sovereigns, God would nevertheless reward them with the fire of hell.64
Luther was clearly displaying his allegiance to the princes but alienated the peasantry who were
his main supporters.
Luther’s charismatic authority, which rested in his renunciation of traditional authority,
was replaced with a divinely founded devotion to the Elector. He grounded his commitment in
canonical law, claiming that the sovereigns “carry the sword by God’s authority.”65 Luther’s
theological reasoning for supporting the princes was not enough for the peasants to justify
continued devotion to Luther. The peasants called Luther a “toady,”66 an adulator of the lords
and his support with the masses floundered. Lacking authority to make reforms on his own,
Luther relied on secular law to take control of the maintenance of church property, a role
traditionally under the control of the Church.
The common man pays so little attention and respect to preachers and pastors that in a
short time there will not be a parsonage, a school, or a pulpit functioning, and this God’s
Word and worship will perish, unless Your Electoral Grace passes strict laws, and carefully
regulates the maintenance of parishes and pulpits… There are enough monasteries,
collegiate chapters, benefices, endowments and [other] similar things that can be used for
this purpose …67
The peasants’ financial backing of the churches also declined and church funds began to be
regulated by a community chest, where secular councils distributed church and state funds.68
This gave secular authority further control over the church and created a more systematic,
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bureaucratized system.
As secular law was traditionally aligned with canon law, the secular governors called
on Luther to help develop a new legal code as issues arose. The council of Zerbst wrote to Luther
for advice on adulterers. Imperial law followed the bible in recommending stoning, but Luther
advocates for the less severe punishment of flogging and expulsion from the city.69 This
indicates a further integration between Luther’s theology and secular authority as well as
standardization among evangelicals. Luther’s theological authority was being utilized by the
secular ruler in order to legitimize their own authority and was thus being routinized.
Luther lost direct control over the administration of the evangelical movement due to his
concessions to the Elector’s authority. Through this relationship, Luther was no longer able to act
autonomously. More importantly, however, Luther served to further legitimate the secular
authority by allying with them during the Peasants’ war and serving as an advisor in secular
matters. The use of Luther as a political figure led to the secular and ecclesiastical authorities
becoming increasingly overlapped. This convergence enabled the Electors to also influence the
theological components of Luther’s movement, further unifying the German citizens under the
guise of religion. Routinization of Luther’s authority into the political realm increased the
influence that the Elector could have within the Holy Roman Empire. He was now able to utilize
the Lutheran movement as a force against the Holy Roman Emperor.

The Routinization of Theology

The increased reliance on the Elector to administer reforms within the evangelical churches
also meant that the Elector would have greater say in the church structure and theological
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matters. His word was needed to approve any decisions. For example, Luther could only suggest
amendments to the mass in order to make it more uniform70 and that mass be said in the German
vernacular (as opposed to Latin) in order to be more accessible.71 Luther also called on the
Elector to make sure that the reformed churches “be inspected, accounted for, and set in order.”72
While Luther was able to make suggestions for reforms within the church, the Elector and his
secular government maintained ultimate authority. When Luther made the suggestion to place a
certain pastor in Lochau, he acknowledges that this is not within his own power but is at the
discretion of the Elector.73
The Elector and Luther at this point in time seem not to be in conflict in regards to their
desire to expand and routinize the protestant theology, but the same cannot be said for further
expansion and alliance with other protestant movements within Germany. At the Diet of Speyer
of 1529, the papal supporting estates voted to adopt a proposal to “end any further spread of the
reformation.”74 In response, the princes of reformation Germany; Landgrave Phillipe of Hesse,
Elector John and representatives from Nurremburg, Ulm and Strassburg formed an alliance in
which they agreed to provide mutual support in case of an attack by the Holy Roman Emperor.
As Luther was in conflict with Church reformers from other territories over the sacrament,
he was vehemently opposed to any sort of alliance that would ignore the theological differences
between the German reformers.75 Luther was most notably in conflict with Huldrych Zwingly,
who asserted that the sacrament was not actually God’s body but just symbolic of the presence of
Christ. Luther maintained the traditional ideology that the sacrament did in fact become God’s
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body once blessed. Luther argued that in committing to such an alliance, “we are forced to load
upon us, participate in, and fight for all their vice and blasphemy, so that certainly no more
dangerous alliance could be made to blaspheme and impede the gospel, and to condemn us, both
soul and body. Unfortunately this is what the devil is after.”76
The church was no longer under the direct control of Luther and he was forced to follow
the direction of the sovereign rulers. Elector John compelled him to meet with Zwingli at a
conference initiated by Landgrave Phillipe77 with the goal of their union under the pretext that
both were “members of Christ.”78 Of course, Luther had no real say in the matter and was forced
to concede his initial reluctance to the alliance79 to appease the desires of the Princes,
“Regarding…whether it is safe and permissible for our Sovereign to ally himself with the
godless and with the adversaries of [God’s] Word, we believe that this is possible because this is
[a matter of] common defense.”80 The princes readily disregarded differences in ideology in
order to form an alliance that would provide security from attacks by the Emperor or other propapal princes. Luther was not free to object to this, as he would have done had he not needed to
appease the Elector. The routinization of his authority left him without the ability to see the
reformation go in a direction he would have preferred. The unity of Protestant sects was
important for the princes as it increased their power and influence.
With both the expansion of the evangelical church and the conflict of ideology between
Luther and Zwingli, Luther is cautious of the routinizing process and standardization of the
church’s liturgy and external practices. He writes to two preachers in Lubeck instructing them to
focus on ideological teachings and theological justifications behind his reforms as opposed to
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preoccupation with mass and ritual. Luther argues that focusing on the external practices as
opposed to the deeper and more meaningful ideology will cause disillusionment and loathing.81
Luther’s focus on religious devotion and theological understanding was not in line with the
process of routinizing a religious movement as this process focuses heavily on standardization of
practice. The impending political difficulties of needing to appease the Elector made it difficult
for attention to be put on issues of theology, as Luther would have liked, for the Elector was
more concerned with political power and security.

Final Resistance to Traditional Authority

This alliance between the German princes initially failed because of disagreements
between the sovereigns in whether it would be correct to use military measures against the
Emperor, should he attack with the pro-papal princes.82 Luther again, took a stance against the
Elector and Landgrave Phillipe, suggesting that they leave the matter to God.
If his Imperial Majesty proceeds against us then no sovereign or lord is to protect us
against His Majesty; rather he is to leave territory and people standing open to the
Emperor, as belonging to him, and commend the matter to God….if we conduct ourselves
in this way and commend the matter to God, praying in full confidence and daring such
danger for his will’s sake, then he will be faithful and will not abandon us.83
Such a notion was not rational in a traditional, secular sense. The sovereign rulers’ refusal to
abide by this depicted an inherently opposite framework in comparison to the reformation of
complete faith that Luther envisioned. The routinized church under the authority of the Elector
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considered a more traditional approach that focused on security and political gains.
While his continued disagreement with the Elector did not hurt his standing as a favorite
advisor to the Elector, his standing as a “banned” citizen did. When the Elector is called to the
Diet of Augsburg of 1530 in order create unity within the empire, Luther was unable to appear in
person and must remain in the Elector’s castle in Coburg. Luther was only able to provide his
council through letter rather than speak on behalf of the reformation for himself. Melanchthon
and other theologians at the Diet guided the Elector but it was clearly that Elector John was
acting as the authority within the reformation. Regardless of his physical location and
background role, it is apparent that Luther was happy to support Elector John and his authority.
Despite this devotion to Elector John, Luther remained respectful of the Emperor’s
divinely inherited authority. When rumors emerge that the Emperor was going to prohibit the
priests accompanying the reformation delegation from preaching, he urged the Elector to do
nothing to disrespect the Emperor’s authority just as Luther respected the authority of the
Elector:
On the question [of what to do] if His Imperial Majesty should demand that your Electoral
Grace stop the preaching, it is still my opinion, as it has been before, that the emperor is
our lord, and that the city and all belongs to him-just as one should not resist Your
Electoral Grace in Toragu, if [Your Grace] should demand or decree to do or not to do
something [in that city which belongs to Your Grace.]84
This was related to the fact that a significant component of Luther’s theological framework was
his notion of the divine rights of Kings and this is especially true for the Emperor.
Luther, however, was not immune to the political dealings that so readily impacted the
security of the evangelicals. With the publishing of the Confutation by the Emperor, it became
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clear to all members of the Diet that the Emperor was favoring the Papacy and was not looking
to make any conciliation:
His Holy Imperial Majesty is fully convinced, and hopes that the result will be that when
the Elector, princes, and cities have heard…this Reply they will agree with united minds in
regard to those matters also in which they perhaps have not yet agreed hitherto with the
Roman Catholic Church, and that in all other things above mentioned they will obediently
conform to the Catholic and Roman Church and the Christian faith and religion…For
(which may God Forbid) if this admonition, so Christian and indulgent, be unheeded, the
Elector, princes, and cities can judge that a necessary cause afforded his Imperial majesty
that, as becometh a Roman Emperor and Christian Church, he must care for such matters
as the charge committed to him and his integrity of conscience require.85
Luther shifted his earlier support and urged his delegation to stay strong in opposition to the
emperor, even criticizing Melanchthon for wanting to negotiate for the sake of peace.86 His tone
became angry with the apparent mixing of secular and divine authorities that are shaping how
Charles V views the reformation, “…these two governments are separate and different, that is,
the ecclesiastical one and the secular one; Satan, through the papacy, has fundamentally
confused and mixed them.”87 Luther argued that the imminent danger of an attack by the proPapal alliance justified the Elector and his allies to arm themselves88 and that Imperial law
justifies armed resistance to the Governing body in cases of “flagrant injustice.”89
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Routinization

Luther provides evidence for his full integration into the routinized church with his final
concession to abandon his belief in the sanctity of the Emperor’s position and the lack of faith in
God to instill protection against the Emperors aggression,. While he always justifies his opinions
with theological explanations, Luther is nonetheless working within the routinizing process that
was politically motivated and becoming increasingly more bureaucratic. In addition to working
on theological issues, Luther provided advice on legal matters90 and served as a mediator
between the counts of Mansfield’s land disputes.91 He also assisted King Henry VIII’s
administration to spread the reformation within England.92
Luther was subject to petitioning the Emperor for implementation of any reform he desired.
When the reformation reached Ducal Saxony, Luther’s writings became increasingly more
popular. Nicholas Wolrab, a printer in Leipzig had been previously printing pro-papal documents
but started to print the works of Luther when the demand increased.93 Luther petitioned the
Elector to prohibit Wolrab from printing evangelical texts.94 The protection he required to ensure
his own personal safety required this type of servitude, but left him without the authority to
prevent his own works from being duplicated against his will.
Luther’s role as a powerless figure within the routinized church is the ultimate example of
a loss of charismatic authority. His continued movement towards adherence to the Elector’s will
was counter to the notion of an autonomous figure outside of the constraints of traditional
authority. Luther’s work within the secular administration, as well as the secular’s influence
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within the ecclesiastical, are evidence of routinization. The German evangelicals, under the guise
of religiosity, became citizens under the Elector and other princes. A bureaucratized and legally
administered system was established from a movement that primarily concerned faith.
The Elector had to maintain a devoted population in order to retain legitimacy and
influence within the Holy Roman Empire. Luther’s theology and mass appeal provided an
optimum medium for the Elector to increase his own personal autonomy within the Holy Roman
Empire. Luther’s charismatic authority provided the impetus for the movement and it was
therefore necessary to keep Luther a key figure within his administration.
Weber regarded the routinization of charisma as an event that occurs after the death of the
charismatic leader. In the case of Luther, this process was different as it occurred during his own
lifetime and with his own willing participation. At no point in his letters is there evidence of
contempt for the Elector’s predominant role in the reformation that Luther began. Rather, he
routes his support of the Elector in a divinely inspired devotion.
God has erected this paradise in Your Electoral Grace’s [land] as a token of his grace
and favor for Your Electoral Grace. It is as if he should say: “To you, dear Duke John, I
entrust you to preside over it as father. I place it under your protection and government,
and I give you the honor of being my gardener and caretaker.95
However, Luther did not shy away from providing the Elector’s with his honest opinion, even
when it would be unfavorable. He rooted all of his ideology in scripture and tried to remain
faithful to his initial reformation of faith in the scripture.
Luther passed away on February 18, 1546 after a long battle with illness. His death shows
the extent of the routinization for it was the secular princes who gained increasing control over
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the church and not a theologian.96 Melanchthon, Luther’s friend and colleague at Wittenberg
delivered his Eulogy, wrote the first survey of Luther’s life and was well prepared to assume
control of the Church but Luther left neither orders for succession nor a concrete methodology
for practicing “Lutheranism.” This extension of Luther’s theology into a fully functioning sect of
Christianity was the doing of secular authority. While scholars assume that Melanchthon lacked
the charismatic authority to assume control and generate a tangible religious organization, the
charismatic capacity of Melanchthon did not matter because the secular had already garnered
control of the church during Luther’s lifetime and Melanchthon would have no way of
overturning their authority.
In 1555, the routinization of the Lutheran church gained official credence with the Peace of
Augsburg, where the German princes legalized the practice of Protestantism thus legitimizing it
as a faith separate from Catholicism. The Peace of Augsburg was written under legal authority,
cementing a connection between the princes, Protestantism and citizenship. Under the
agreement, if a prince was protestant than his citizenry was protestant as well. Individuals were
allowed to move territories based on their religious preference but doing so would obviously
come with considerable trouble. Thus, the notion of being Lutheran was now less a measure of
theological understanding and more a component of citizenship within a certain territory.

Conclusion

While historians universally agree that Luther had charisma, enabling him to attain such a
devoted following, it may not be fair to assume that he desired this authority or was aware that
he should exercise it more fully. Luther was a monk by training, a position that required
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obedience and complete servitude to God. By obediently serving the Electors’, Luther believed
that he continued to serve God as he saw the secular rulers as having obtained God’s divine
approval. This fundamental component of his theology made Luther the perfect counterpart for
the Elector. A leader who was more steadfast in his autonomy would have created a conflict with
the Elector, and the evangelical movement would have been plagued by a competition for power
causing weakness and disunity. Even more likely, the movement would have been stopped early
as this was the fate of early reformers who were executed without the protection of a secular
authority. The protestant church would never have gained such widespread and everlasting
influence had it not been accepted and protected by the Elector. Luther’s support of secular rule
allowed him to continue with his reformation but also made him an active participant in the
routinization of his own charisma.
While Luther saw himself as primarily responsible to God, it is evident from his writings
that he also saw himself as a German citizen. This dual role was important as being a citizen
within Electoral Saxony became equated with being protestant after the Peace of Augsburg. This
role of a church member becoming a citizen is the ultimate example of routinization. Ironically,
as a facet of the secular rule, Luther’s movement became even more revolutionary. His ideology,
when routinized, was able to become a separate church, an institution that was adopted as a force
and legitimizing factor of the government. This role is similar to that of the Catholic Church,
which served as a legitimizing force for the Holy Roman Empire.
Luther did not have the legal authority or desire to create a separate church in Christianity.
Luther was simply looking for a reform of the catholic doctrine but intended for his reformation
to remain within the authority of the Church. The use of ecclesiasticism for political influence
was utterly opposed by Luther, but he was compelled to accept it because of his position with the
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Elector.
Had Luther been alive to see the extent in which his reformation was used to aggrandize
secular authority, any opposition he might have expressed would have been futile, as he had
already bestowed his authority to the Elector. Luther’s relationship with the Electorate truly
turned into a divisive polemic. Without Luther’s divine faith in the secular government, he would
have rebelled against routinization but been without protection, unable to achieve the widespread
theological reform. While this belief in the authority of the Elector kept him alive to spread his
theology, it also contributed to the routinization of his charismatic authority and its subsequent
exploitation for political gains.
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